Soft Sell: How To Build Relationships
How many keynotes can take you on an unforgettable three hour journey? This one can.
No matter what sector you are in, no matter what you do, building business relationships is vital. You can
call it Networking, Business Development or Rainmaking: jeez, some even call it Selling!
One way or another, this keynote gives you the principles of doing it very well. You can have an hour or
so, but the subject lends itself to a brilliant and highly interactive two or three hours with as big an
audience as you like. There are interactive and hilariously entertaining exercises on body language,
listening and self-confidence.
We guarantee that if you start this session just after lunch, it will be five o’clock before you know it.



Guard Your Reputation: On line and off line



Self Awareness is your Touchstone: Key EI traits of start performing relationship builders



Be Appropriately Memorable: If you are not, you might as well stay in and watch TV



Be A Chameleon: It’s an ever more complicated world out there



Master Modern Manners: Your mobile device is the best way to destroy relationships



Accentuate The Positive: We tend to avoid the unhappy and the unlucky



Follow Up: Keep your promises… make that call!

Seven Principles of Relationship Management, The Grand Hotel, Brighton
“Russell’s session was brilliant.”
Clinton Stewart, Consulting Learning Team, Deloitte
SuperNET Conference, Holiday Inn, Edinburgh
“Our 150 off shore supervisors are not the easiest group to get on-side, but Russell’s session was
extremely well received: humour, stories and examples with just the right amount of thought-provoking
insights to effective communication.”
Paddy Mallan, Director, Operations Support, Petrofac
Relationship Building Masterclass, Kingston Park Stadium, Newcastle Upon Tyne
“Thanks for a brilliant afternoon - the delegates were buzzing as they left. It has been an absolute
pleasure to listen to Russell. I am about to read your brochure again for more inspiration!”
Lesley Lee, Deputy Head of HR, University of Northumbria at Newcastle

